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They have slumbered for centuries, dreaming of the day when they will rise again. In ancient times,

their cults extended into the hearts of great empires. They ruled from temples heaped with skulls

that echoed with the discordant chants of the faithful, drawing humanity down a path of slavery and

corruption. The Earthbound dream of a world in which humanity exists only to furnish them with

power, offering up souls in an unending feast. Now their time has come again.Demon: The

Earthbound details the origins, history and power of these monstrous spirits, revered in the past as

gods and twisted by centuries of mortal worship and depraved sacrifice. No longer angels nor wholly

demons, the Earthbound are the nightmarish products of divine power and the darkest parts of the

human soul.
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Earthbound are a badass and yet relatable, super-antagonist. Basically, a demon who is bulwarked

in something inanimate, like say, statuary, and then worshipped as a god for Millenia, that's the type

of Baddie you could face with this book in hand. And this book details all there is to tell about them,

from their effects on underlings to how one first becomes an earthbound. Also included are relics,

powers greater than 5(of high torment of course), and settings. I believe LA is referenced here, as it

is the metaplot place of Lucifer's return and of baddies such as Belial, the Great Beast, who hunt

him.



This book contain on of the most fantastic description and details about a antagonist I ever read in a

RPG setting. It is just perfect. You could build a whole campaign around one of the EArthbound.

This is by far the best book in the D:tF line. An excellent read, chock full of ideas for terrifying

antagonists, you could even use this book quite easily for inspiration for Vampire, Werewolf, or

Mage.Skip the crazy used prices from these sellers though and get it PoD from DrivethruRPG for

22.00. Same content and you can buy ten other books for what these sellers are wanting.

A good book, but be careful what you wish for. Earthbound are scary broken with certain

backgrounds. A must for demon fans.
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